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Abstract
Mixed-precision algorithms are a class of algorithms that uses low precision in part of
the algorithm in order to save time and energy with less accurate computation and
communication. These algorithms usually utilize iterative refinement processes to improve
the approximate solution obtained from low precision to the accuracy we desire from doing
all the computation in high precision. Due to the demand of deep learning applications, there
are hardware developments offering different low-precision formats including half precision
(FP16), Bfloat16 and integer operations for quantized integers, which uses integers with a
shared scalar to represent a set of equally spaced numbers. As new hardware architectures
focus on bringing performance in these formats, the mixed-precision algorithms have more
potential leverage on them and outmatch traditional fixed-precision algorithms.
This dissertation consists of two articles. In the first article, we adapt one of the
most fundamental algorithms in numerical linear algebra—LU factorization with partial
pivoting— to use integer arithmetic. With the goal of obtaining a low accuracy factorization
as the preconditioner of generalized minimal residual (GMRES) to solve systems of linear
equations, the LU factorization is adapted to use two different fixed-point formats for
matrices L and U . A left-looking variant is also proposed for matrices with unbounded
column growth. Finally, GMRES iterative refinement has shown that it can work on matrices
with condition numbers up to 10000 with the algorithm that uses int16 as input and int32
accumulator for the update step.
The second article targets symmetric and Hermitian eigenvalue problems. In this
section we revisit the SICE algorithm from Dongarra et al. By applying the Sherman-
Morrison formula on the diagonally-shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated
SICE-SM algorithm. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms from the PLASMA
v
and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to 3.6× speedup
using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for iterative
refinement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with
a portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
vi
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Introduction
In numerical linear algebra, it is natural to seek algorithms with higher performance. This
enables us to solve more or larger problems under the same time and resource budget. Mixed-
precision algorithms are one of the approaches to speed up the computation by using more
than one floating-point precision in the algorithm. The IEEE-754 64-bit double precision is
usually a safe choice if only one precision is used and the accuracy is sufficient for most of
the applications. By switching to the 32-bit single precision, it could be 2× faster or more
depending on the hardware architectures. We can also only replace the computationally
or numerically insensitive part of the algorithm with low precision. This offers a lot of
opportunities to improve the performance. However, the accuracy of the solution might be
too still low. To overcome this issue, iterative refinement algorithms are being implemented
to refine the solution from low- or mixed-precision calculation. They allow us to perform low-
precision operations on matrices to obtain approximate factorization and an initial solution.
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Abstract
In this work, we adapt one of the most fundamental algorithm in numerical linear algebra—
LU factorization with partial pivoting—to use integer arithmetic. With the goal of obtaining
a low accuracy factorization as the preconditioner of the generalized minimal residual
(GMRES) method to solve linear systems of equations, the LU factorization is adapted to use
two different fixed-point formats for matrices L and U . A left-looking variant is also proposed
for matrices with unbounded column growth. Finally, we show that the GMRES iterative
refinement could work on matrices with condition number up to 104 with the algorithm that
uses int16 as input and int32 accumulator for the update step.
1 Introduction
As hardware development is pushed forward heavily by the need of AI model training and
deployment, a lot of new architectures are designed to work on low precision to squeeze
out more performance. These low precision formats include half precision (FP16), BFloat16,
int16, and int8. Quantization is a technique widely used in deep learning inference [57, 64].
While the model is usually still trained in single precision, quantization compresses the data
and uses lower precision to carry out the computation in inference stage, which applies
the trained model to new data for real applications. For an int8 quantized model, the
data is converted into 8-bit integers. The computation and communication are reduced 4×
compared to 32-bit single precision, while the accuracy lost is acceptable (usually < 1%
for predictive models). Integer arithmetic is available on most hardware architectures. field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are usually more capable in integer operations and might
not have floating-point number arithmetic units. New application-specific integrated circuits
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(ASICs) for deep learning inference are also moving toward using mostly integer arithmetic
for quantized neural networks.
Back to numerical linear algebra, a new mixed-precision algorithm has been developed to
utilize the low accuracy factorization results as the preconditioner of the generalized minimal
residual (GMRES)–based iterative refinement for solving of linear systems of equations. In
this work, we are looking for opportunities to replace the numerical linear algebra workload
with integer arithmetic, starting with LU factorization with the same goal of being applied
as the preconditioner of GMRES.
2 Literature Review and Background
2.1 Iterative Refinement and Mixed-Precision Algorithms for
Numerical Linear Algebra
Wilkinson[69, 46] first proposed the iterative refinement method to iteratively improve the
accuracy of numerical solutions to systems of linear equations. With each iteration, the
method solves a linear system with residual error on the right-hand side for the correction
vector. Then, the correction is added to the solution vector to obtain higher accuracy. It is
implemented in LAPACK[5], and the numerical behavior is well studied[41, 33]. It has been
applied in solving the system in 32-bit floating-point numbers, then refining the solution to
64-bit accuracy[43, 13]. It is also used for solving the system in 64-bit and refining to 128-
bit quadruple precision for applications that require higher accuracy than double precision.
Because the major computation of factorizing the matrix is done in low precision, iterative
refinement could take advantage of higher performance from low-precision matrix-matrix
operations and still achieve the desired accuracy.
Other methods were suggested to replace the triangular solve from LU factorization in
iterative refinement for ill-conditioned linear systems. By replacing it with the generalized
minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm[59], which is an iterative method itself, the whole
method becomes nested inner-outer iterations. This is in fact similar to the flexible
GMRES[58] method, in which the outer iteration allows preconditioner changing. The
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method has also been studied both in theoretical and in real computational terms[12, 8].
Carson and Higham[14, 15] extended the method to use three precisions u, uf , ur for
the working precision, the factorization precision, and the residual computation precision,
respectively. In section 2.4, more detail regarding GMRES-based iterative refinement
method(GMRES-IR) is covered.
The development of hardware architectures is also an important force propelling mixed-
precision algorithms. We measure the performance here in how many floating-point
operations can be carried out per second, or FLOP/s. While, natively, there is usually
a 2× performance difference between 32-bit single and 64-bit double precision on traditional
architectures like x86 CPUs, some specialized architectures would have more limited
hardware support for double precision, causing a greater performance gap. For example, the
IBM first generation CELL processor has 10× peak performance difference between single
and double precision. [42]. This gap can also be found on gaming-grade GPUs, since they
do not need hardware double precision support for graphics processing. With the rapidly
increasing amount of computational power needed for deep learning [45], new hardware
architectures started being equipped with low-precision capabilities. The NVIDIA Pascal
P100 GPU[48] provides 16-bit half precision with 4× performance over double precision.
The NVIDIA Volta V100 GPU[49] that followed took it further with the Tensor Core, which
computes a small 4× 4 matrix-matrix multiplication of 16-bit, half-precision input and 32-
bit single-precision accumulation. This yields 16× theoretical peak performance difference
between the 16-bit tensor core operation and double precision. Haidar et al.[30] applied
the GMRES-IR method on NVIDIA Volta and achieved 4× speedup over a pure double
precision solver. However, due to the very limited range of these low-precision formats, the
input matrix needs to be properly scaled to prevent loss of accuracy [34].
2.2 Numerical Representations
Table 1.1 and figure 1.1 summarizes all the common numerical representation formats. The
most used floating-point number representation nowadays comes from the IEEE 754-1985
standard[37]. It defines the single-precision number with 32-bits width and double precision
with 64-bits width. The format consists of three fields: a sign bit, exponent bits, and
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Table 1.1: Summary of numerical representation formats
Name Exponent bits Mantissa bits Precision ε Max
bfloat16 (BF16) 8 7 O(10−2) O(1038)
half precision (IEEE FP16) 5 10 O(10−3) 65504
single precision (IEEE FP32) 8 23 O(10−7) O(1038)
double precision (IEEE FP64) 11 52 O(10−16) O(10308)
extended precision (IEEE FP80) 15 64 O(10−20) O(104932)
quadruple precision (IEEE FP128) 15 112 O(10−34) O(104932)
int16 0 15 1 32767









Sign bit Exponent bit Mantissa bit
Figure 1.1: Illustration of numerical representation formats. Each rectangle represent one
bit. Different floating-number formats are constructed with different number of exponent
bits and mantissa bits (fraction bits).
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mantissa bits (also called fraction bits). Denormalized numbers are also defined as a special
case to represent more numbers close to zero and reduce the chance of underflow. IEEE 754
also defines the rounding rules and required operations, including add, subtract, multiply,
divide, and fused multiply–add. The extended precision with 80-bits width is for the cases
in which double precision is not sufficient. However, the software language support for it
is limited. In a 2008 revision[38], IEEE 754 added half precision with 16-bits width and
quadruple precision with 128-bits width.
The Google Brain floating-point format(bfloat16, BF16)[9] was implemented on Google
Tensor Processing Units (TPUs) v3 to overcome the problem of the very limited range from
half precision. The bfloat16 has the same exponent bits as single precision, and thus roughly
the same range.
There is also fixed-point number which uses an integer plus a fixed exponent to represent
a number. It is usually used in applications with fixed range, such as digital signal processing.
The resolution of fixed-point numbers is in the range—contrary to floating-point numbers,
where the resolution varies with the exponent. The regular two’s complement integers can
also be viewed as special cases with an exponent of 0, as listed in table 1.1.
2.3 LU Factorization with Partial Pivoting
LU factorization (Gaussian elimination) with partial pivoting is the standard method for
solving linear systems of equations. Partial pivoting is performed for numerical stability:
to prevent zeros or small elements occurring on the diagonal. As outlined in algorithm 1,
each iteration factorizes one column of input matrix A. First, the pivoting step finds the
largest element and performs the row swaps so it will be on diagonal. Then, it uses row
operations to eliminate the elements below diagonal in the working column of U and store
the operations in L. The last step in the iteration is updating the remaining matrix, which
is also where the dominating term of computational complexity 2
3
n3 comes form. At the end,
we will have the lower-triangular matrix L with unit diagonal, the upper-triangular matrix
U , and the permutation matrix P such that L × U = P × A. Then the system of linear
equations
7
Algorithm 1 (Right Looking) LU factorization with partial pivoting
1: Input: Matrix A ∈ Rn×n
2: Output: Lower triangular matrix L ∈ Rn×n with unit diagonal, upper triangular matrix
U ∈ Rn×n, and permutation matrix P such that L× U = P × A.
3: function [L,U, P ]← lu(A)
4: U ← A; L← I; P ← I . Initialize matrices.
5: for i = 1 . . . n do
6: pivot← (arg max |U [i:n, i]|) + i− 1 . Find the pivot index with largest element.
7: swap (U [i, :], U [pivot, :]) . Swap rows.
8: swap (L[i, :], L[pivot, :])
9: swap (P [i, :], P [pivot, :])
10: L[i+ 1:m, i]← U [i+1:n, i]÷ U [i, i] . Scale the column and store in L.
11: U [i+ 1:m, i]← 0
12: U [i+1:n, i+1:n]← U [i+1:n, i+1:n]− L[i+1:n, i]× U [i, i+1:n]
13: . Rank-1 update.
14: end for
15: end function
Ax = b (1.1)
can be solved with triangular forward and backward substitutions.
PAx = Pb (1.2)
LUx = Pb (1.3)
x = U−1(L−1(Pb)) (1.4)
In practice[5], this is usually implemented in a blocked fashion to work on nb columns
at once. The panel composed of the nb columns will be factorized without touching the
remaining unfactorized matrix. Then, the aggregated rank nb update will be applied at
once. This approach utilizes the memory hierarchies in modern hardware architectures to
fit the panel a in high-bandwidth, low-latency cache, and it also takes advantage of high
performance Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) level 3 matrix-matrix operation
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Algorithm 2 Left Looking LU factorization with partial pivoting.
1: Input: Matrix A ∈ Rn×n
2: Output: Lower triangular matrix L ∈ Rn×n with unit diagonal, upper triangular matrix
U ∈ Rn×n, and permutation matrix P such that L× U = P × A.
3: function [L,U, P ]← lu ll(A)
4: U ← A; L← I; P ← I . Initialize matrices.
5: for i = 1 . . . n do
6: for j = 1 . . . i− 1 do
7: U [j + 1:n, i]← U [j + 1:n, i]− L[j + 1:n, j]× U [j, i]
8: . Apply previous operations to update.
9: end for
10: pivot← (arg max |U [i:n, i]|) + i− 1 . Find the pivot index with largest element.
11: swap (U [i, :], U [pivot, :]) . Swap rows.
12: swap (L[i, :], L[pivot, :])
13: swap (P [i, :], P [pivot, :])
14: L[i+1:n, i]← U [i+1:n, i]÷ U [i, i] . Scale the column and store in L.
15: U [i+1:n, i]← 0
16: end for
17: end function
routines. The introduced block size nb becomes a performance-tuning parameter, and the
optimal would depend on the hardware capabilities, software environments, and problem
properties. The permutation matrix P is usually stored as a vector of row indicates for
performance reasons. The whole factorization is also normally done in-place, with both
output L and U stored in A to reduce the memory usage.
Algorithm 1 is also called “right-looking” LU factorization, as it looks toward the right
side after factorization to update the remaining matrix. In contrast, the “left-looking” LU
factorization does not perform the update after factorization. Figure 1.2 is an illustration
comparing the right-looking and left-looking algorithms. Before factorizing the column, it
looks at the left side and applies all the previous row operations. We can see that algorithm 2
is almost the same as algorithm 1, except the update in line 7 happens before the factorization
instead of after. The blocking strategy can also be applied to left-looking variants to improve
the performance. In general, the left-looking variants have less I/O compared to the right-
looking variants, where more parallelism can be exploited from the update step. There are
other variants[6, 28] maintaining a different intermediate status during the factorization, as
well as the recursive approach, which recursively divides the matrix by half in each step.
9
Right-looking Left-looking
Figure 1.2: Illustration of right-looking and left-looking algorithms. The right-looking
algorithm updates the remaining unfactored matrix toward the right after factorizing the
column, whereas the left-looking algorithm updates the current column just before the
factorization using previous results from the left.
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2.4 Iterative Refinement with LU Factorization and Precondi-
tioned Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES)
This section introduces iterative refinement with both LU factorization and GMRES as the
solving step.
For solving the linear system of equations Ax = b, let x0 be our initial solution. The
iterative refinement performs the following operations in each iteration:
1. Compute residual ri ← b− Axi.
2. Solve the linear system Aci = ri for correction.
3. Update the solution xi+1 = xi + ci
If all the steps are computed in exact math, then the algorithm would converge in one
step. However, the floating-point arithmetic is performed with finite accuracy and requires
the iteration to be repeated, especially if the matrix A is ill-conditioned. The solving step,
if not explicitly specified, is usually done with LU factorization with partial pivoting: ci ←
U−1(L−1(Pb)). We name this method as LU-IR for easier reference. Because the matrix is
the same, the factorization can be repeatedly used through iterations. If the same precision
is used for all the steps in each iteration, it is called fixed-precision iterative refinement.
This can improve the backward error from LU factorization without strong, stable pivoting.
For mixed-precision iterative refinement, different precisions are used during the refinement
process. The factorization and solving steps usually use low precision, as they are the
computationally costly components. Carson and Higham[15] extended the method to use
three precisions: working precision u, factorization precision uf , and residual precision ur.
Residual precision ur is used at the first step for computing and accumulating the residual
vector ri. Factorization precision uf is for LU factorization as well as the solving step. The
solution and the update are in working precision u. It has been shown that LU-IR can refine
the solution to double-precision backward error, with u and ur in double and uf in half or
single, if the condition number κ∞(A) is smaller than 10
4 or 108, respectively.
Alternatively, one can use the preconditioned generalized minimal residual (GMRES)
method [58] in the solving step. This will be referred to as GMRES-IR[14, 15]. The LU
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factorization here is used as the preconditioner of GMRES. GMRES approximates the
solution vector in a Krylov subspace with minimal residual. GMRES is an iterative method
itself, and in each iteration it does the following:
1. Generate orthonormal vector qi with Arnoldi method to expand the basis of Krylov
subspace Q by one dimension.
2. Find yi to minimize the residual.
3. Compute xi = Qyi
Preconditioned GMRES solves the system U−1L−1Ax = r. The higher the accuracy of
the LU factorization, the faster GMRES converges as the preconditioned system is closer
to identity. The GMRES-IR method involves nested iterations, and the stopping criteria of
inner iteration (GMRES) needs to be tuned. Compared to LU-IR, GMRES-IR works for some
matrices with greater condition numbers[15].
3 Algorithm
In this section, the number representations being used are first described. Then the proposed
integer arithmetic–based LU factorization algorithm and blocked version with dynamic
column scaling is described. Note that in this work, only real numbers are considered—
but it is straightforward to extend the algorithms to complex numbers.
3.1 Fixed-Point Representation
Binary fixed-point number representation is utilized to carry out the numerical operations
with integer arithmetic. To describe the binary presentation, the Q format notation is usd,
originating from digital signal processors (DSPs)[39] . Qx.y represents a sign bit in front
of the most significant bit, followws by x bits in integer portion, and y bits in fractional
portion, in two’s complement. Figure 1.2 shows an example of Q3.12.
0010001000000000 represents 21 + 2−3 = 2.125 in Q3.12. The range of Q3.12 is [−8, 8)
and the resolution is 2−12 in the range. One can easily covert a floating-point number to
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Table 1.2: Bit fields in Q3.12. It has one sign bit, 3 integer bits, and 12 fraction bits.
Bit 15 14 13 12 11 10 . . . 0
Value ± 22 21 20 2−1 2−2 . . . 2−12
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Qx.y by multiplying 2y and rounding to the nearest integer. Another way to think of the
format is scaling up the numbers by 2y then doing the operations in integer arithmetic. For
two Q numbers with the same scale y, the basic operation can be easily done with integer

























For operations of two numbers with different scale y, additional shifts are needed, but this
is usually a cheap operation. Addition and subtraction would first need to be shifted into























3.2 Integer Arithmetic–Based LU Factorization with Partial Piv-
oting
Algorithm 3 is the unblocked integer LU factorization with partial pivoting. First, the two
fixed-point formats for output L and U have to be decided. The input double-precision
matrix is first normalized into [−1, 1] with dividing by the maximum absolute value among
the elements. Next, it is converted into Qz.w (the format for U). The main loop is almost
the same as the standard floating-point LU factorization with partial pivoting, except some
divisions of power of 2 via integer shift is required for converting and keeping the fixed-point
formats. In the implementation, the permutation is usually stored as an index vector to save
space instead of explicitly forming the matrix. With partial pivoting, the largest element in
the column is picked as pivot. The remaining elements in L will be smaller or equal to 1.
However, the range of Q.31 does not include positive 1. So Q1.30 would be the best format
for L. If the system can clamp the overflowing int32 value back to 231 − 1, Q.31 could be
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Algorithm 3 LU factorization with partial pivoting with Qx.y for L and Qz.w for U using
32-bit integer arithmetic (Default: Q1.30 for L and Q3.28 for U).
1: Input: Matrix A ∈ Rn×n, integer parameters y and w for fixed-point formats.
2: Output: Lower triangular matrix L stored in Qx.y with unit diagonal, upper triangular
matrix U stored in Qz.w, permutation matrix P , and scalar α such that L × U =
P × (A/α).
3: function [L,U, P, α]← lu int(A)
4: α← max(|A|); A← A/α . Normalize A
5: U ← int32(A× 2w) . Convert A into Qz.w and store in U .
6: L← int32(I); P ← I
7: for i = 1 . . . n do . Main loop over columns
8: pivot← (arg max |U [i:n, i]|) + i− 1 . Find the pivot index with largest element.
9: swap (U [i, :], U [pivot, :]) . Swap rows.
10: swap (L[i, :], L[pivot, :])
11: swap (P [i, :], P [pivot, :])
12: β ← int64(262)÷ int64(U [i, i]) . Compute the scalar.
13: L[i+1:n, i]← int32(β × int64(U [i+1:n, i])÷ int64(262−y))
14: . Scale the column and store in L.
15: U [i+1:n, i]← 0
16: U [i+1:n, i+1:n]← U [i+1:n, i+1:n]− L[i+1:n, i]× U [i, i+1:n]÷ 2y
17: . Integer rank-1 update.
18: end for
19: end function
used for L with minimal accuracy loss for the case in which the element is the same as the
pivot in the column. Clamping for overflowing is also called saturation arithmetic. Modular
arithmetic, conversely, is easier to implement in hardware but the algorithm would fail when
overflow occurs and the positive overflowing number wrap around and became negative.
The other format Qz.w is for the intermediate steps and the output in U . Although the
matrix is normalized at the beginning, the elements will grow during factorization. Thus
the range has to be wider to prevent overflow: this is a trade-off between accuracy and the
ability to handle larger matrices with greater growth rates, which is a non-trivial property
of the matrix.
Line 12 and 13 requires int64 arithmetic for intermediate values. Line 12 has integer
division but only once per column. Effectively, these 2 lines are performing:
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L[i+1:n, i]← U [i+1:n, i]/(U [i, i]/2y) = U [i+1:n, i]× (262/U [i, i])/(262/2y) (1.10)
int32 division could be used, but it would require first scaling the pivot U [i, i] to roughly
square root of the range
√
231 ≈ 216 to prevent the divisor being too large. 262 is selected
as the largest positive order of 2 for easy division with shift. The computational cost of
2
3
n3 comes from the update in line 16. It also requires the int64 intermediate result from
multiplication of int32 numbers. However, most of the architectures have mulhi instruction,
which will return the high 32 bits from the full 64-bit multiplication result. For the case
using Q1.30 format for L, what is needed is a shift of 30 bits, but mulhi is effectively a 32
bits shift—resulting in the loss of 2 least significant bits of information but possibly a big
performance gain in practice.
This algorithm can also be extended down to int16 with int32 for intermediate results,
and default Q1.14 for L, Q3.11 for U . Alternatively, the values can still be stored in int32,
and only before reading for the update in line 16, truncating the input into int16 with the
most significant bits. Line 16 would then become:
Aint[i+1:n, i+1:n]← Aint[i+1:n, i+1:n]− (Aint[i+1:n, i]/216)
×(Aint[i, i+1:n]216)÷ (2y/232)
(1.11)
The truncation to fit int16 with the most significant bits is done by dividing 216. The
32-bit result from multiplying 16-bit integers is fully accumulated, so no explicit type casting
is shown here. This is similar to the NVIDIA Volta Tensor Core[49] method of using half
precision FP16 as input and accumulating in single precision FP32.
3.3 Left-Looking Integer LU with Dynamic Column Scaling
Algorithm 3 has a fixed range for matrix U . In general, however, the element in U would grow
during factorization, even with pivoting. To overcome this issue, we first observe the row
operations, Gaussian elimination. In the update step, each element will adds or subtracts
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Algorithm 4 The left-looking dynamic column scaling LU factorization with partial pivoting
with Qx.y for L and Qz.w for U using 32-bit integer arithmetic (Default: Q1.30 for both L
and U).
1: Input: Matrix A ∈ Rn×n, integer parameters y and w for fixed-point formats.
2: Output: Lower triangular matrix L stored in Qx.y with unit diagonal, upper triangular
matrix U stored in Qz.w, column scaling diagonal matrix C, permutation matrix P , and
scalar α such that L× U × C = P × (A/α).
3: function [L,U, P, C, α]← lu int ll(A)
4: α← max(|A|); A← A/α . Normalize A
5: U ← int32(A× 2w) . Convert A into Qz.w and store in U .
6: L← int32(I); C ← I; P ← I
7: for i = 1 . . . n do . Main loop over columns
8: for j = 1 . . . i− 1 do . Left-looking update loop
9: U [j+1:n, i]← U [j+1:n, i]− U [j, i]× L[j+1:n, j]÷ 2y
10: if max(|U [j+1:n]|) > 2w then . Scale down if close to the range
11: U [j+1:n, i]← U [j+1:n, i]÷ 2
12: C[i, i]← C[i, i]× 2
13: end if
14: end for
15: pivot← (arg max |U [i:n, i]|) + i− 1 . Find the pivot index with largest element.
16: swap (U [i, :], U [pivot, :]) . Swap rows.
17: swap (L[i, :], L[pivot, :])
18: swap (P [i, :], P [pivot, :])
19: β ← int64(262)÷ int64(U [i, i]) . Compute the scalar.
20: L[i+1:n, i]← int32(β × int64(U [i+1:n, i])÷ int64(262−y))
21: . Scale the column and store in L.
22: U [i+1:n, i]← 0
23: end for
24: end function
a value which comes from another element in the same column times a scalar. Because
of partial pivoting, this scalar is always less than or equal to 1. So, for each column the
elements are likely in the same magnitude. Therefore, based on left-looking LU factorization,
we monitor the range during the update step and dynamically scale the column if needed.
Algorithm 4 uses the property of left-looking LU, in which the column is updated with
all the accumulated row operations at once. Line 8 is the update before pivoting and
factorization. Line 10 checks for the growth of the working column. Here [−1, 1] is treated
as the normal working range for U . If the maximum value is greater than 1, it is considered
too close to the range. The whole column will be scaled down by dividing by 2, and the
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corresponding element in column scaling diagonal matrix C is updated. Doing the scaling
ensures that U does not grow out of the range. Thus, the format Q1.30 is also sufficient for
U ; but if the range is greater, the check in line 10 can be performed less frequently as there
is a bigger buffer for elements growth.
4 Numerical Results
The algorithms are implemented and experimented in MATLAB version R2020a update
3. We are using all the built-in datatypes: double, single, half, int64, int32, int16. For
the LU factorization of floating-point number types double and single, the built-in function
[L,U,P] = lu(A) will be used. The half precision type was introduced in version R2018b.
It is not supported by the lu() function, so algorithm 1 is implemented. rng(0) is also
called before each numerical experiment for reproducibility. As we are focusing on using
the low precisions for the factorization, all the test matrices are first generated in double
precision. They are scaled and converted into the desired format for the target algorithm
of factorization. Afterward, the factorized results are converted back to double, then the
following error analysis or iterative will be performed, all in double precision.
4.1 Column Growth
Figure 1.3 shows column growth. Here we have 5 different matrices of size n = 2000, all
solved by double-precision LU factorization with partial pivoting. The 5 matrices are:
1. A1=rand(n) : Each element is a uniformly distributed random number in (0, 1).
2. A2=2*rand(n)-1 : Each element is a uniformly distributed random number in (−1, 1).
3. A3 = gallery(’rando’,n,2) : Each element is randomly selected from -1 or 1 with
equal probability 0.5.
4. A4 = gallery(’randsvd’,n,cond=1e4) : Random matrix with pre-assigned geomet-
rically distributed singular values in (1, 1
104
). The condition number of A is 104.
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5. A5 = gallery(’randsvd’,n,cond=1e8) : Random matrix with pre-assigned geomet-
rically distributed singular values in (1, 1
108
). The condition number of A is 108.
Matrices A4 and A5 are first normalized so that the largest element is 1, to be comparable
with other matrices. Scaling the matrix does not affect its condition number. Figure 1.3 plots
the largest element in each column from the factorized matrix U in double precision. The
x-axis is column index and y-axis is its absolute value. It is well known that the worst case of
column growth for partial pivoting is 2n−1, exponent of matrix size n. However, it is a very
artificial matrix and in general the growth is mild. Matrix A3 has the largest growth among
these 5 matrices, as all the elements have the same magnitude but with random signs—and
the growth is far from the worst case 2n−1. Matrices A1 and A2 are being used in a lot
of testers in numerical linear algebra software packages, including HPL[32] and HPL-AI[35]
benchmarks. The growth is in the same trend but proportionally smaller than A3. Matrices
A4 and A5 are with pre-assigned singular values, and the growth is bounded and would not
increase with the column index. Thus, the default fixed-point representation Q3.28 for U in
algorithm 3 would be sufficient with the range [−8, 8).
4.2 Backward Error and Residual
Here we show the backward error of using LU factorization with different precisions without





All the factorizations are first converted into double precision and perform the forward
and backward substitutions in double precision as well.
Table 1.3 shows all the backward errors from different precisions and LU factorization
algorithms. The same 5 matrices from section 4.1 are used. The matrix sizes are all 1000×
1000. int32, int16, and int16 with int32 accumulation are the results from algorithm 3,
which is the basic right-looking integer LU with fixed range. The other set of results are from
algorithm 4 with dynamic column scaling. The results from floating-point formats double,
single and half are included for reference. Firstly, we can see that for the matrices A1,
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Figure 1.3: Column growth with respect to column index of 5 different matrices. Each dot
is representing the largest value of the column in factorized matrix U .
Table 1.3: Backward errors ‖Ax−b‖∞‖A‖∞‖x‖∞+‖b‖∞ from different precisions and algorithms versus
different input matrices of size 1000.
Matrix A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
double precision 4.1211e-16 7.9431e-16 7.3449e-16 1.5717e-16 1.3303e-16
single precision 5.9032e-08 9.8795e-08 1.3103e-07 2.5210e-08 1.2840e-08
half precision 4.9475e-04 0.0011 9.2630e-04 1.7014e-04 5.7523e-05
int32 0.0131 (F) 0.0181 (F) 0.0128 (F) 1.2754e-08 1.4654e-08
int32 column scaling 1.4950e-08 3.7596e-08 3.1432e-08 1.0937e-08 5.6571e-09
int16 0.0138 (F) 0.0203 (F) 0.0191 (F) 1.8103e-04 7.8584e-05
int16 column scaling 2.9552e-04 5.8992e-04 5.4373e-04 1.4690e-04 3.3742e-05
int16 with
int32 accumulation




8.5443e-05 1.4724e-04 1.3596e-04 4.6795e-05 1.6791e-05
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A2, and A3 with unbounded column growth, the fixed-range integer LU will not be able to
accommodate them. They failed due to integer overflow in the factorization process. The
dynamic column scaling algorithm can successfully factor all the test matrices. The backward
errors from int32 algorithms are about the same, with single-precision floating-point LU
at the order of 10−8. The int32 results are about the same as half precision at the order of
10−5. Using int16 input with int32 accumulation only slightly improves the backward error.
Figure 1.4 plots the histogram of the elements in residual matrix R = PA − LU . The
input matrix is A4, size 1000 with pre-assigned geometrically distributed singular values and
a condition number of 104. There is no significant difference in the distributions of residual
elements while comparing the floating-point LU with proposed integer LU algorithms. The
elements are at the order or 10−16, 10−6, 10−7, and 10−2 for double, single, int32, and
int16 respectively. Although the residual from int16 seems to be really large, we will
show that it still contains enough information for iterative refinement to converge for well-
conditioned matrices.
Figure 1.5 shows the frequency of dynamic scaling happening in the int16 with int32
accumulation with column scaling algorithm. The input matrix is A1 with size 1000. A dot
at (i, j) represents scaling (via integer shift) happened at column j while using the result
from column i to perform the update. Because the elements in the matrix is generated
from a uniform distribution from 0 to 1, the magnitude are at the same order. Under this
distribution, the frequency of dynamic scaling happening at a log function, which is more
frequent at the beginning at the update. Another way to think of it is to accumulate ones
1 + 1 + 1 + . . . in binary. It would need one more bit when it is at the order of 2. This
frequency is of course depend of the distribution of elements in the matrix. But as we can
see in column growth plot (figure 1.3), uniformly distributed elements is a bad case in terms
of large column growth. Other matrices would generally have much mild column growth.
4.3 Iterative Refinement Results
Here we use the factorization results from integer LU as low precision approximation and
try to refine the result in double-precision accuracy. We set our convergence goal to be the
backward error smaller than 10−15.
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Figure 1.4: Histogram of elements in residual matrix R = PA− LU
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Figure 1.5: The frequency of dynamic scaling happening in the int16 with int32
accumulation with column scaling algorithm. The input matrix is A1 with size 1000. A
dot at (i, j) represents scaling (via integer shift) happened at column j while using the result
from column i to perform the update.
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First we show the convergence results from LU-IR using different precisions in figure 1.6.
The input 1000 × 1000 matrices are pre-assigned geometrically distributed singular values
with condition numbers varying from 102 to 109, shown in different colored lines. The drop of
backward error over iterations is also plotted. For both single precision and int32, LU-IR
can work with the matrices with a condition number up to 107. They all converge very
quickly, under 10 iterations, indicating that the factorization is accurate and contains most
of the information from the original matrix. Half precision can only work with extremely
well conditioned matrices, which is condition number cond(A) = 100. The pure int16
integer LU is similarly very limited, with the cond(A) = 103 case eventually converging in
50 iterations. But if using int16 input with int32 accumulation, results from the integer
LU can be applied to matrices with condition numbers up to 105.
Figure 1.7 shows a case in which LU-IR would fail but GMRES-IR can still converge to
double-precision accuracy. The matrix is still size 1000 but the pre-assigned singular values
are arithmetically distributed with cond(A) = 105. For this particular matrix, the backward
error of LU-IR cannot improve over 10−5, but GMRES-IR successfully converges with 20 inner
iterations.
4.4 Discussion
The proposed integer arithmetic–based LU factorization algorithm have been shown as a
good low precision approximate for iterative refinement when matrix is well conditioned.
The dynamic column scaling algorithm solves the issue of column growth from factorization
and can work on a wider range of matrices. For different integer lengths, the behavior is
similar to the floating-point format with the same bit width. And by paying a little additional
cost to do accumulation in int32 while the inputs for multiplication are still in int16, the
iterative refinement can work for matrices with condition numbers up to 105.
Here we do not have any performance results because of the lack of an integer BLAS
library. Deep learning inference uses a special matrix-matrix multiplication of unsigned int8
times signed int8, which is too short from the numerical linear algebra point of view. Intel
MKL does provide gemm s16s16s32 which does int16 matrix-matrix multiplication with
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Figure 1.6: LU-IR convergence of 1000 × 1000 matrices with pre-assigned geometrically
distributed singular values
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Figure 1.7: Comparing LU-IR and GMRES-IR for a matrix of size 1000, arithmetically
distributed singular values and cond(A) = 105.
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int32 accumulation and output. But the triangular solve TRSM function is also needed to
complete the LU factorization.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work has demonstrated the possibility of using fixed-point number representation and
integer arithmetic to solve systems of linear equations. It has also shown the potential
of using mixed-precision iterative refinement algorithms to refine the solution to double-
precision accuracy, which is usually desired by applications. The proposed algorithm uses
the property of LU factorization with partial pivoting and assigns two different fixed-point
representation for matrices L and U . Algorithm 3 has been shown to work for matrices for
which column growth is bounded. And the backward errors for int32 and int16 are at
the same order as single and half precision, respectively. Moreover, using int16 as inputs
with int32 accumulators enables GMRES-IR to converge on matrices with greater condition
numbers, up to 104. For the unbounded column growth matrices, algorithm 4 based on
left-looking LU factorization is proposed with dynamic column scaling.
In order for a performance comparison, there are a few issues that need to be solved.
First is the blocking of algorithms. Blocking is needed to utilize the cache to store the
panels and update via high-performance matrix-matrix multiplication routines. This would,
however. cause some conflicts with the dynamic column scaling, as the update will be
accumulated and applied at once. The selection of fixed-point representation for U needs
to be reconsidered to have more room for growth and needs to be tune according to the
matrix property. Other than that, we also do not have a full set of integer BLAS like we
do for floating-point numbers. There are some specialized int8 routines from deep learning
libraries such as gemmlowp and FBGEMM. Intel MKL also provides some special functions
for integer, and gemm s16s16s32 is the closest we could use. However, the integer triangular
solve trsm needs to be implemented to fit the algorithm.
Another path is to implement the algorithms on FPGAs. The data representation on
FPGAs can be customized, as we can have integers with arbitrary number bits. Also,
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integer arithmetic on FPGAs usually requires much less resources compared to floating-point
numbers. This makes FPGAs a perfect target for implementing the algorithms.
Also, LU factorization is just one of the fundamental factorizations. We would like also
to consider extending the approach to other factorizations, like QR. To further generalize the
algorithm, complex numbers can also be adapted. The division of complex would be tricky
but other parts of the algorithm should be similar to real number cases. Sparse matrices is
a whole other domain can be explored.
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Chapter 2
Iterative Refinement Algorithm for
Symmetric Eigenvalue Problem on
Modern Hardware
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Abstract
As the new hardware is being equipped with powerful low-precision capabilities driven
primarily by the needs of the burgeoning field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), mixed-precision
algorithms are now showing far greater potential and renewed interest in scientific computing
community. The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme
by first obtaining the approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve.
Then, they iteratively refine the solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as
what is possible with traditional approaches. While targeting symmetric and Hermitian
eigenvalue problems of the form Ax = λx, we revisit the SICE algorithm from Dongarra
et al. By applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-shifted tridiagonal
systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. By incorporating the latest two-stage
algorithms from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra,
we achieved up to 3.6× speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-
SM algorithm for iterative refinement when compared with full double complex precision
solvers for the cases with a portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
1 Introduction
The symmetric eigenvalue problem is one of the most important problems in numerical
linear algebra for analysis of invariant subspace. For real matrices, the objective is to find
an eigenvalue λ and the corresponding eigenvector x such that
Ax = λx where A = Aᵀ, A ∈ Rn×n (2.1)
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The Hermitian eigenvalue problem is to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in complex
domain. For an Hermitian matrix A, the conjugate transpose (adjoin) operation is
idempotent: A = AH and the eigenvalues are real which implies shared properties with
the symmetric eigenvalue problem in real domain.
As mixed-precision algorithms for solving a linear system of equations experienced a
substantial interest that resulted in recent developments [14, 15, 30]. These were mostly
driven by the introduction of new hardware platforms that provide increased low-precision
performance for AI workloads. However, there was not as much focus on eigenvalue problems.
And with the latest two-stage tridiagonalization approach [29, 31], the multicore and multi-
GPU eigensolvers’ algorithms for refining eigenvalues should be reviewed carefully in order
to ascertain the possibility to improve the performance especially on this new hardware.
2 Literature Review and Background
2.1 Eigenvalue refinement
Symm and Wilkinson[63] proposed an algorithm to determine the error bounds of computed
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which can also be used to improve the accuracy of a given
eigen-pair. Dongarra, Moler, and Wilkinson[22, 23, 24] later improved the algorithm with
reduced computational cost and provided additional error analysis, including the comparison
to Newton’s method[55, 71], numerical results, and discussion of extending the algorithm for
ill-conditioned problems with multiple close eigenvalues. More detail will be reviewed in
subsection 2.4 as it is also the core of the algorithm used in this work.
Other related work from Stewart[62] and Chatelin[17] answered the same question from
the point of view of the invariant subspace problem. Demmel[20] later pointed out that
these two methods and the one from Dongarra, Moler, and Wilkinson [22, 23, 24] can all
be reduced to solving the same Riccati equation. He also extended the algorithm for the
generalized eigenvalue problem of the form Ax = λBx.
Alefeld and Spreuer[2] followed the same approach but specifically targeted problems with
doubly-repeated or numerically close eigenvalues. Tisseur[65] did the analysis of Newton’s
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method under floating-point arithmetic for generalized eigenvalue problems. Prikopa and
Gansterer[56] used the symmetry of the matrix and Householder tridiagonalization A =
QTQᵀ to reduce the computational cost.
Ogita and Aishima[50] proposed a different iterative scheme, which heavily relies on
matrix-matrix multiplication for those applications which require accuracy that is higher
than the base IEEE-754 double precision. The algorithm is applied on the entire spectrum
of eigenvalues but it is capable of improving at the same time the orthogonality and
eigenvalue accuracy. However, it requires high-precision computation for the most parts
of the algorithm, making it costly in practice. Later the authors extended the algorithm for
clustered eigenvalues and singular value decomposition[51, 52].
2.2 Parallel Eigensolvers
To build an efficient mixed-precision algorithm, the latest advances in parallel eigensolvers
should also be incorporated. The symmetric dense eigensolvers are mainly composed of
two phases: tridiagonal reduction and tridiagonal eigensolver. Firstly, through similarity
transformations based on orthogonal/unitary matrices, the symmetric/Hermitian matrix is
reduced to a tridiagonal form without altering the spectrum in infinite precision or with
numerically stable perturbation in final precision. Then the problem is solved in tridiagonal
form with much less cost than operating on a full matrix by applying different methods which
will be described later in the section. If needed, the eigenvectors can be computed from
the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal system and applying back-transformations of tridiagonal
reduction.
2.2.1 Tridiagonal Reduction
The first phase is to convert a full dense matrix into upper Hessenberg form, which has
zeros below the first subdiagonal. The real symmetric and complex Hermitian cases result
in even better structured form: a symmetric tridiagonal matrix with only nonzeros on
the diagonal, the first superdiagonal, and the first subdiagonal. The tridiagonalization
of complex Hermitian matrix is usually chosen to be real tridiagonal symmetric matrix to
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reduce the computation cost in following steps. The Householder transformation is a natural
choice for the reduction because of its simplicity and numerical stability. Furthermore,
Dongarra et al.[25] introduced a blocked version of Householder vector application in which
the transformations are aggregated and applied in a blocked fashion, so they can benefit from
the high performance matrix-matrix multiplications rather than be bound by matrix-vector
performance.
Bischof et al.[10] proposed the approach based on successive band reduction (SBR). Each
reduction sweep results in a narrower band matrix, and the reduction is done via a bulge-
chasing procedure. The algorithm consists of a series of sweeps: each sweep will zero-out
one column below subdiagonal but create fill-ins down the diagonal as the transformations
are applied to the remaining matrix. Then additional transformations are applied to zero
out the fill-in which was just created and this is repeated all the way down to the lower-right
corner until it disappears from the matrix, hence the algorithm name: the bulge chasing.
The algorithm is naturally parallelizable as the subsequent sweeps can be chosen to not
overlap with each other, making it especially suitable for multicore CPUs in shared-memory
environments.
Later work introduced a hybrid 2-stage algorithm[29, 31]. The first stage still consisted of
blocked Householder transformations but it only reduced the matrix to a band form. Then,
the left transformation will only be needed, as the right transformation will not be touching
the first block of columns. It thus becomes an LQ factorization for the block of columns,
which is much faster than applying the transformations from both sides (LQ and QR). The
second stage uses the bulge-chasing algorithm from the successive band reductions. The
illustration of comparing one stage and two stages algorithm can be found at figure 2.1.
2.2.2 Tridiagonal Eigensolvers
After tridiagonalization completes, a few standard eigensolver algorithms could be consid-
ered. As this is not the main focus of this work, these will only be reviewed briefly. The QR
algorithm with shifts[70] is one of the most popular choices because of its superb stability
and cubic convergence rate in general case. At each iteration, it computes a QR factorization
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of comparing one stage and two stages tridiagonalization algorithm.
The one stage at the top uses Householder transformations to reduce the matrix directly into
tridiagonal but will touch the whole matrix for each column. The two stages algorithm at the
bottom will first reduce the matrix into band by performing QR factorization in a submatrix,
which will open touch the whole matrix after each submatrix (block) is factored. Then the
second stage bulge-chasing to further reduce it to tridiagonal.
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and multiplies them back in reverse order: QkRk = Ak − µkI;Ak+1 = RkQk + µkI. There
are other variants of QR iteration for strategically choosing the shifts µk.
Another algorithm is called divide and conquer[18] that observes that with a rank-1
update, the initial problem can be divided into two independent subproblems with half the
size. This results in repeatably reducing the problem down to the 1 × 1 case which admits
a trivial solution. In practice, there is a threshold size and the implementation switches to
another method for below-threshold sizes for better performance on small problems. The
independent problems can easily be parallelized.
There are other methods based on the LDLᵀ factorization. The Bisection method[68]
uses a suitable factorization to identify the number of eigenvalues present within a section
and then it consecutively reduces the size of sections until the eigenvalues of interest are
located with desired accuracy.
Finally, Multiple relatively robust representations (MRRR)[54] takes the bisec-
tion further by the theoretically estimating the gaps between neighboring eigenvalues. This
algorithm divides the whole spectrum into clusters of eigenvalues that each have a relatively
robust representation (LDLᵀ factorization).
2.3 Software Packages for Symmetric/Hermitian Eigenvalue Prob-
lems
This section provides details on the software packages that are available for numerical linear
algebra and include dense eigensolvers.
EISPACK[61] is one the earliest open source software libraries to solve eigenproblems.
It contains subroutines for the following nine classes of matrices: complex general, complex
Hermitian, real general, real symmetric, real symmetric banded, real symmetric tridiagonal,
special real tridiagonal, generalized real, and generalized real symmetric matrices. Providing
performance portability of EISPACK motivated establishment of Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLAS)[44] as the standard building blocks for performing basic vector
and matrix operations. BLAS was later extended to include three levels of operations:
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Level 1 scalar-vector and vector-vector, Level 2 matrix-vector, and Level 3 matrix-
matrix. Availability of BLAS proliferated as almost all hardware vendors provided their
own optimized implementations and thus unified interface for numerical linear algebra
software became the de facto standard upon which more complex methods are implemented
including eigensolvers. The vendor renditions of BLAS for particular architectures include
Intel MKL[40] and oneMKL, IBM ESSL[36], ARM Performance Libraries[7], NVIDIA
cuBLAS[47], AMD AOCL[3] for CPUs and rocBLAS[4] for GPUs. The implementations from
academia and open-source communities also exist and include BLIS[67] and OpenBLAS[53],
both of which build on the success story of portable performance of GotoBLAS[27].
LAPACK[5] was designed to utilize Level 3 BLAS routines by introducing blocked
algorithms to bring out the performance from hardware platforms based on then modern
architecture of deep memory hierarchies. LAPACK provides routines for all the major
numerical linear algebra problems, ranging from solving systems of linear equations, least-
squares solutions of linear systems, eigenvalue problems, and singular value problems. Over
the years, the library kept expanding and became the standard reference for dense numerical
linear algebra applications as it includes the implementations of all the major algorithms in
the field.
Several software libraries were subsequently developed that aimed to provide similar
functionality as LAPACK while targeting different kinds of hardware platforms and
environments. ScaLAPACK[11] was designed to scale on distributed-memory machines
by partitioning the matrices into blocks and cyclically distributing the data across the
nodes. Its algorithms were implemented to iterate over these blocks to achieve parallelism.
As the multicore CPUs were emerging, PLASMA[1] took a similar idea of breaking the
matrix down, but instead used smaller submatrices called tiles that better exploit the
hardware structure of these shared-memory multicore systems. A task-based scheduler
was introduced to remove the synchronization points in the algorithms and replace them
with runtime scheduling of small tasks which operate on the tiles and are tracked based on
their data dependences. MAGMA[66] was designed for heterogeneous architecture settings
by exploiting hybrid hardware environment. These systems were equipped with hardware
accelerators, usually GPUs, along with multicore CPUs. As the GPU brought a lot of
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computational power in terms of floating-point operations, the communications between
the CPU and GPU remained a bottleneck, as the bandwidth between the two continues
to be much more limited in comparison to internal memory structure of either a CPU or
GPU. Thus the implementations in MAGMA were redesigned to distribute different tasks
to the CPU and GPU to optimally fit their strengths and at the same time overlap the
CPU-GPU communication with computations as much as possible. Software for Linear
Algebra Targeting Exascale (SLATE)[26] aims to replace the venerable ScaLAPACK library.
As the latest supercomputer installations are commonly accelerated by multiple GPUs on
every distributed node, it would be hard to modify ScaLAPACK to take advantage of such
machines. SLATE is designed with this modern HPC hardware in mind and features support
for multiple computational backends. SLATE also embraces the open standards like MPI
and OpenMP to promote portability while retaining performance and parallel efficiency.
2.4 The SICE Algorithm
In this section, we review the SICE algorithm by Dongarra el al. [22, 23, 24]. Given the base
eigenpair λ, x and its nearby eigenpair λ+µ, x+ ỹ, then based on the original eigenproblem
we have:
A(x+ ỹ) = (λ+ µ)(x+ ỹ) (2.2)
Assuming that x is normalized in infinite norm: |x|∞ = 1 ≡ xs, we can remove one degree
of freedom by requiring ỹs = 0. Rearranging Eq. (2.2) we get:
(A− λI)ỹ − µx = λx− Ax− µỹ (2.3)
The last term is the second order term for the error in λ and x. By simplify the equation,
we introduce vector y, defined as:
yᵀ
def
= (ỹ1, ỹ2, . . . , ỹs−1, µ, ỹs+1, . . . , ỹn−1, ỹn) (2.4)
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So y would encode information from both ỹ and µ and thus Eq. (2.3) becomes:
By = r + ysỹ = r + µỹ (2.5)
where r = λx−Ax is the residual vector of λ and x and B is the matrix A−λI with column
s replaced by −x.










 = 0 (2.6)
where es is the s-th column of the identity matrix of size n. The Newton’s method then












 = f(v) (2.7)
Expanding it, we arrive at Eq. (2.3) without the second-order term:
(A− λI)ỹ − µx = r (2.8)
This is the basic idea of the SICE algorithm: by iteratively solving Eq. (2.5) we obtain
both the correction to the eigenvalue and to the eigenvector. The original algorithm uses
Schur decomposition and applies two steps of Givens rotation in order to solve Eq. (2.5).
For any real matrix A, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper quasi-triangular
matrix T , such that
A = QUQᵀ (2.9)
where U is upper quasi-triangular with some 2 × 2 diagonal blocks arising from complex
conjugate eignevalue pairs. Here, we define Zλ ≡ Z − λI and zλs ≡ Zλes = (Z − λI)es. By
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rewriting Eq. (2.5), we get:
[Aλ − (x+ aλs)eᵀs ]y = (A+ ceᵀs)y = r + ysỹ (2.10)
where c = −x− aλs. Using the Schur decomposition A = QUQᵀ, we have:
Q(Uλ +Q
ᵀceᵀsQ)Q
ᵀy = r + ysỹ (2.11)
(Uλ + df
ᵀ)Qᵀy = Qᵀg (2.12)
where d = Qᵀc, fᵀ = eᵀsQ and g = r+ ysỹ. Matrix d× fᵀ constitutes a rank-1 update. Then
two steps of Givens rotation are introduced: the first one Q1 is constructed so that
Q1d = (P2P3 . . . Pn)d = γe1 where γ = ‖d‖2 (2.13)
and Pi is the rotation in (i− 1, i) plane that eliminates the i-th component in Pi+1 . . . Pnd.
We also have:
Q1(Uλ + df
ᵀ) = Q1Uλ + γe1f
ᵀ (2.14)
The transformation Q1 introduces one more nonzero element in the subdiagonal direction
of Uλ. The new rank-one update γe1 × fᵀ has nonzero elements only in the first row, which
preserves the original structure. The second step of Givens rotation Q2 can be applied




The triangular solve requires O(n2) operations while the remaining steps of the iteration are
only O(n). This procedure is shown in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 SICE algorithm
1: Input: Matrix A ∈ Rn×n. An approximate eigenvalue λ and the corresponding eigenvector x.
itermax denotes the maximum number of iterations.
2: Output: Refined eigenvalue λ and its eigenvector x.
3: function [λ, x]← SICE(A, λ, x, iter)
4: [Q,U ]← schur(A) . obtain Schur decomposition A = QUQᵀ, QQᵀ = I.
5: [m, s]← max(abs(x));x← x/m . Normalizing x so that ‖x‖∞ = sx = 1.
6: for i in 1 : itermax do
7: r ← λx−Ax
8: c← −x− aλs
9: d← Qᵀc
10: fᵀ ← Q(s, :) = eᵀsQ . s-th row of Q.
11: Ūλ ← Q1(U − λI); d̄← Q1d = ‖d‖2e1 . Givens rotations Q1 from Eq. (2.13)
12: Ūλ ← Ūλ + d̄(1)fᵀ
13: Ūλ ← Q2Ūλ . Givens rotations Q2 to introduce upper triangular form.
14: Solve the triangular system Ūλz = Q2Q1Q
ᵀr
15: y ← Qy
16: λ← λ+ y(s) . Update eigenvalue.
17: y(s)← 0 . Set y(s) to 0.
18: x← x+ y . Update eigenvector.





3 Algorithm and Implementation
The original SICE algorithm is designed for a general real matrices and here we first
focus on symmetric ones. The proposed algorithm utilizes the tridiagonalization as well
as the Sherman–Morrison formula to solve the linear system for eigenvalue and eigenvector
corrections. The blocked version will also be discussed with the implementation details based
on PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries.
3.1 SICE-SM Algorithm
For symmetric eigenvalue problems, the matrix A is first reduced to tridiagonal through
unitary similarity transformations: T = QᵀAQ where QQᵀ = I and T is a symmetric
tridiagonal matrix. This corresponds to LAPACK routines SSYTRD and DSYTRD for single-
and double-precision arithmetic, respectively. In the same fashion as SICE algorithm in
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Section 2.4, we start with Eq. (2.10) and apply the tridiagonal reduction to it. Eqs. (2.11)
and (2.12) in this case become
Q (Tλ +Q
ᵀceᵀsQ)Q
ᵀy = r + ysỹ (2.16)
and
(Tλ + d× fᵀ)Qᵀy = Qᵀg (2.17)
the same with d = Qᵀc, fᵀ = eᵀsQ and g = r + ysỹ. Dongarra[22] discussed the approach of
using the Sherman–Morrison formula[60]




for solving the rank-one updated system. Eq. (2.17) does not apply since Tλ = T − λI is
singular by construction. However, this may not be so in mixed-precision setting. Consider
the scheme that first performs the tridiagonal reduction in single precision and then solves
the tridiagonal eigenvalue problem in double precision. The initial λT will be the eigenvalue
of T with double-precision accuracy, but it only approximates λA, the eigenvalue of A with
single-precision accuracy. With suitably chosen offset δ of order of εsingle, T − (λ+δ)I will no
longer be singular in double precision, and the Sherman–Morrison formula can be applied.
The special case in which this would fail is when ‖λT−λA‖ = O(εdouble): the initial eigenvalue
is also an accurate eigenvalue of A in double precision. In such a case, we do not need to
refine the eigenvalue and can simply apply the inverse iteration to find the eigenvector.















1 + fᵀ(T−1λ d)
T−1λ d (2.20)
These involve solving the tridiagonal system Tλ with two different right hand sides d and
Qᵀg. It can be easily done with the Thomas algorithm which is a special case of Gaussian
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Algorithm 6 SICE-SM algorithm: SICE algorithm with Sherman–Morrison formula
1: Input: Matrix A = Aᵀ ∈ Rn×n. An approximate eigenvalue λ and the corresponding
eigenvector x. itermax denotes the maximum number of iterations.
2: Output: Refined eigenvalue λ and eigenvector x.
3: function [λ, x]← SICE SM(A, λ, x, iter)
4: [Q,T ]← tridiag(A) . Tridiagonalization A = QTQᵀ, QQᵀ = I.
5: [m, s]← max(abs(x));x← x/m . Normalization of x so that ‖x‖∞ = sx = 1.
6: for i in 1 : itermax do
7: r ← λx−Ax
8: c← −x− aλs
9: d← Qᵀc
10: fᵀ ← Q(s, :) = eᵀsQ . s-th row of Q.
11: rhs← Qᵀr
12: u← (T − λI)−1d
13: v ← (T − λI)−1rhs
14: y ← v − f
ᵀv
1+fᵀuu . Sherman–Morrison formula
15: y ← Qy
16: λ← λ+ y(s) . Update eigenvalue.
17: if i 6= 1 then
18: y(s)← 0 . Set y(s) to 0.
19: x← x+ y . Update eigenvector.
20: end if





elimination. There are other parallel tridiagonal solvers available and we will discuss
them in Section 3.3.1. We outline the SICE algorithm with Sherman–Morrison formula
in Algorithm 6.
The main difference between Algorithms 5 and 6 is the use of the Sherman–Morrison
formula to solve the system from line 12 to 14 instead of using the Givens rotations for
that purpose. It is applied to solving the same tridiagonal system Tλ with two different
right hand sides d and Qᵀg. The two vector inner products are needed to obtain the scalar
in order to form the solution. Note that in line 17, we only update the eigenvalue at the
first iteration and leave the eigenvector unchanged because Tλ at the first iteration is nearly
singular. Other approaches to this issue include manually applying a shift to the initial
eigenvalue or using the Ritz value x
ᵀAx
xᵀx
as the starting point. Apart from tridiagonalization,
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the computational cost for algorithm 6 is dominated by the matrix-vector multiplications
which require O(n2) operations. The remaining steps of the algorithm are all order O(n)
including the tridiagonal solve.
Alternatively, as described in [56], one can also solve the Jacobian matrix with the special
structure J =
T − λI y
zᵀ 0
 , a tridiagonal system with an extra filled row and column at
the end. However, comparing to solving tridiagonal systems which is well studied and exists
several parallel solvers targeting different environments, it is hard to parallelize a solver for
special structure and even make it scalable.
3.2 Blocked SICE-SM Algorithm
The computational cost of Algorithm 6 is dominated by matrix-vector multiplications
especially inside the refinement iteration. In the matrix-vector multiplication, the whole
matrix is read once and only a single multiplication and addition are performed per each of
the fetched elements. This results in a low arithmetic intensity of 2, which results in very low
inefficient on modern hardware including CPU, GPUs, and computational accelerators. To
improve on this implementation aspect, we can aggregate several eigenpairs simultaneously
and refine them at the same time while they are cached in higher levels of the memory
hierarchy. This blocking strategy is common in numerical linear algebra since it was
introduced in LAPACK[5] and relies on grouping computations so that Level 3 BLAS may be
utilized to perform operations that are rich in matrix-matrix multilications. These operations
perform more efficiently as they have higher arithmetic intensity resulting from higher data
reuse in fast portions of the cache hierarchy. In our case, we assume that the matrix size is
far greater than the number of eigenpairs to refine. Then the matrix-vector multiplication
is dominated by the reading of the matrix elements. And with the blocked version, it the
additional cost of refining extra eigenpairs is negligible. In Table 2.1, we show examples of
the performance rates and execution times for different numbers of vectors submitted to the
DGEMM routine from cuBLAS on the NVIDIA V100 GPU. The times for 1 and 8 vectors are
almost the same. And for 32 or 128 vectors the elapsed time increases 3.6×.
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Table 2.1: Performance of n × n matrix times n × m aggregated vectors on NVIDIA
V100-SXM2-32GB GPU, DGEMM routine from cuBLAS v11.0.
Matrix size Number of vectors Time (ms) Performance (GFLOP/s)
20000 1 3.76 212.65
20000 8 3.79 1688.17
20000 32 6.48 3949.32
20000 128 13.57 7544.43
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There are a few issues we need to solve while formulating a blocked variant of the
algorithm. First, in SICE, the eigenvector is first normalized in infinity norm. The index
s is also picked so that ‖x‖∞ = sx = 1. If we allow different s for each of the eigenpairs,
then we will have to access different columns in A to construct vector c, and also different
rows of Q for vector fᵀ. The row access required for the latter is performed in column major
layout and results in non-coalescing memory accesses which are extremely slow and should
be avoided as much as possible due to their low utilization of the GPU’s memory bandwidth.
To show that it is fine to choose s arbitrarily, we need to take a closer look at the matrix in
Eq. (2.16) and expand it without canceling any terms we get
(QTλQ
ᵀ +QQᵀveᵀsQQ
ᵀ)y = r + ysỹ (2.21)
Again, for our mixed-precision scheme, we would like to perform the tridiagonalization in
single precision. Hence QTλQ
ᵀ is only an approximation of A with precision εsingle, i.e.
‖Aλ − QTλQᵀ‖ ∼ O(εsingle). The same applies to QQᵀ which is only an approximation of
I with ‖QQᵀ − I‖ ∼ O(εsingle). So no matter which index s we pick, we will always get an
error of order εsingle in the correction of eigenvalue ys coming from the other elements in the
solution vector y. There could be a potential problem if the eigenvalue itself is small and
the error is preventing the eigenvalue to be refined to desire accuracy. This can be remedied
by pre-scaling the matrix so that the eigenvalues are not too small.
The other issue is that by treating the eigenpairs independently they might lose their
orthogonality. In the worst case, they might all converge to the same eigenpair. However, it
is easy to reorthogonalize with




In practice, we found that it is sufficient to reorthogonalize after the refinement is done.
Doing so in each iteration would not speed up the convergence. The computation of I −
XᵀX also lets us detect if they converged to the same eigenvector. By combining these
considerations, we arrive at Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7 Blocked SICE-SM algorithm
1: Input: A = AT ∈ Rn×n, initial eigenvectors X = [x1|x2|...|x`] ∈ Rn×` and the corresponding
initial eigenvalues Λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λ`)
T ∈ Rl. itermax denotes the maximum number of
iterations.
2: Output: Refined eigenvectors X and refined eigenvalues Λ.
3: function [X,Λ]← SICE SM BLK(A,X,Λ, iter)
4: [Q,T ]← tridiag(A) . Tridiagonalization A = QTQᵀ, QQᵀ = I.
5: for i in 1 : itermax do
6: s← i
7: R← X × diag matrix(Λ)−A×X . Residual vectors need higher precision.
8: for j in 1 : ` do
9: cj ← −xj −A(:, s)
10: end for
11: Compose matrix C = [c1|c2|...|c`] from column vectors cj
12: C(s, :)← C(s, :) + ΛT
13: D = [d1|d2|...|d`]← QT × C . Can be in lower precision.
14: RHS = [rhs1|rhs2|...|rhs`]← QT ×R . Can be in lower precision.
15: f ← Q(s, :) . s-th row of Q.
16: for j in 1 : ` do
17: ui ← (T − λI)−1di
18: vi ← (T − λI)−1rhsi





21: Compose matrix Y = [y1|y2|...|y`] from correction vectors yj
22: Y ← Q× Y
23: Λ← Λ + Y (s, :)T . Update eigenvalues.
24: if i 6= 1 then
25: Y (s, :)← 0 . Set yi(s) to 0.
26: X ← X + Y . Update eigenvectors.
27: Normalize eigenvectors xi in X.
28: end if




33: X ← X + 12X(I −X
ᵀX) . Orthogonalization.
34: end function
Because a Hermitian matrix can also be tridiagonalized into real matrix, algorithm 7 can
easily be extended to be applied on Hermitian matrices. The transformation matrix Q now
becomes complex, as well as the intermediate vectors. However, the coefficients in T − λI
are all real so it can be optimized to avoid doing all the operations in complex space.
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3.3 Implementation Details
In this section, we will describe some of the details of our implementation. We imple-
mented the Blocked SICE-SM (Algorithm 7) in two software packages: PLASMA[1] and
MAGMA[66].
PLASMA is a dense linear algebra software package targeting multi-core shared-memory
environments with OpenMP directives. It divides the work into small submatrices called
tiles in order to exploit the parallelism and dynamically schedule tasks based on data
interdependence. PLASMA used to have a runtime scheduler called QUARK but it is now
based on OpenMP tasking directives to embrace the open and portable standard for runtime
scheduling of computational Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). OpenMP 4 added the depend
clause for task dependencies and is able to resolve the task DAGs from PLASMA algorithms.
PLASMA has two-stage eigensolver implemented in one of its development branches.
MAGMA is also a linear algebra software package but it targets heterogeneous hardware
accelerated with GPUs. Due to the characteristically high floating-point performance of
GPUs and the limited bandwidth between the CPUs and GPUs, MAGMA algorithms need
to be redesigned and refactored to split up the work between CPU and GPU and to overlap
communication and computation. MAGMA includes both one- and two-stage eigensolvers.
And we used them as building blocks for implementing Algorithm 7 for both solvers.
The one-stage eigensolver has the following components with its corresponding LAPACK
routine names:
Algorithm 8 One stage symmetric eigensolver
1: DSYTRD: Tridiagonalization via Householder transformations.
2: DSTEDC: Tridiagonal symmetric eigensolver (divide and conquer).
3: DORMTR: back transformation for eigenvectors.
First the system is transformed to the tridiagonal form via Householder transformations.
Then the tridiagonal eigensolver is called. We will not discuss the details of eigensolvers
here, as it is not the focus of this work. After the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
tridiagonal system are computed, the back transformation is applied, which is the inverse of
the Householder transformations from tridiagonalization stage. Because the transformation
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is orthogonal, the inverse is simply a transpose. If only a portion of the eigenvectors are
requested, the transform would not be explicitly formed for performance reasons. The
transform in the form of elementary reflectors is directly applied on eigenvectors of the
tridiagonal system to obtain the eigenvectors for the original matrix.
For the mixed-precision eigensolver, we first perform tridiagonalization in single precision
as it is computationally intensive requiring O(n3) operations. After the system is transformed
to tridiagonal form, the eigensolver is applied. The eigensolver operates in double precision
as we need to be able to distinguish nearby eigenvalues that are closer than εsingle but not
closer than εdouble. If single precision is used for this case, the eigenvalues are very likely to
be considered as repeated, and the returned eigenvectors could be an arbitrary orthogonal
basis of the eigenspace. For the back transformation, the matrix Q needs to be explicitly
formed in order for us to solve Eq. (2.17). Then the Blocked SICE-SM (Algorithm 7) is used
to iteratively refine the eigenpairs to the desired accuracy. Most of the operations in the
refinement process are matrix-matrix operations, which have been developed internally. The
batched tridiagonal solver in line 16 will be discussed in section 3.3.1.
Algorithm 9 Mixed precision one stage symmetric eigensolver with iterative refinement
1: SSYTRD: Tridiagonalization via Householder transformations in single precision.
2: DSTEDC: Tridiagonal symmetric eigensolver (divide and conquer) in double precision.
3: SORGTR: Generate the transformation matrix Q from elementary reflectors in single
precision.
4: Blocked SICE-SM (algorithm 7) for iterative refinement.
For two-stage algorithms, the structure is similar to the one-stage method but both the
forward- and back-transformations are split into two staps:
Algorithm 10 Two stages symmetric eigensolver
1: First stage symmetric to band via Householder transformations.
2: Second stage band to tridiagonal via bulge chasing.
3: Tridiagonal symmetric eigensolver (divide and conquer).
4: back transformation for second stage on eigenvectors.
5: back transformation for first stage on eigenvectors.
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In MAGMA, the first stage is similar to QR factorization with the panel performed
completely on the CPU and the update of the trailing matrix performed on the GPU. The
second stage bulge chasing is implemented only for the CPU as the multicore architecture
with larger cache is a more suitable compared to the GPU. The divide-and-conquer
eigensolver is also mainly performed on the CPU except for the final step of merging with
large blocks. Both back transformations are applied on the GPU as they are aggregated into
matrix-matrix operations.
Algorithm 11 Mixed precision two stages symmetric eigensolver with iterative refinement
1: First stage symmetric to band via Householder transformations in single precision.
2: Second stage band to tridiagonal via bulge chasing in single precision.
3: Tridiagonal symmetric eigensolver (divide and conquer) in double precision.
4: Generate the transformation matrix Q from first stage in single precision. This can start
as soon as 1. finishes.
5: Apply the back transformation for second stage onto Q in single precision. This can
start as soon as both 2. and 4. finish.
6: Blocked SICE-SM (algorithm 7) for iterative refinement.
Mixed precision for a two-stage eigensolver is actually more problematic performance-
wise. The main reason is that accumulation of the back transformations from the second
stage of bulge chasing is costly: it has a lot of small transformations and is expensive to apply
on a square transform matrix Q compared to the case of only computing the eigenvectors.
However, we need to explicitly form Q for the later refinement. Here, we exploit the fact
that the back transformation is not applied on the eigenvectors; it can actually start as
soon as the first stage is finished. So we are reversing the order of back transformations to
start it first. Similarly, the back transformation of the second stage can start when both the
second stage and the back transformation of the first stage are completed. This is shown in
Algorithm 11. For the case of MAGMA implementation, this would enable more parallelism.
The back transformation of the first stage can be done on the GPU while the second stage
of bulge chasing is done on the CPU. The eigensolver, which is mainly done on the CPU,
can be overlapped with the back-transformation of the second stage on the GPU.
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3.3.1 Batched Tridiagonal Solver
Line 16 in Algorithm 7 iterates over all the eigenvalues and solves the shifted tridiagonal
system for each of them. This kind of computational pattern is suitable for batched
interface. The term “batched” comes from the Batched BLAS[21] that defines the interface
for performing identical operation on multiple matrices independently and simultaneously.
In our case, all the systems are also independent and we can solve them in a batched fashion.
On multicore CPUs, the straightforward and efficient approach is to assign one system to
each thread at a time which is likely bound to a single CPU core. Each thread can use the
Thomas algorithm, which is a special case of Gaussian elimination. But on the GPU, we
need more parallelism to saturate the computational potential of the hardware. There are
previous studies[72, 19, 16] that investigated the solving of one big tridiagonal system on
GPUs. One of the techniques is based on the cyclic reduction (CR). Consider a tridiagonal

































By combing all the even-indexed equations with odd-indexed equation, we are able to







































a′i = −ai−1k1, b′i = bi − ci−1k1 − ai+1k2
c′i = −ci+1k2, y′i = yi − yi−1k1 − yi+1k2
(2.25)
By recursively reducing the size of the system by half, it is possible to bring the size down
to a single unknown with a trivial solution. Then, the back-substitutions follows the same
path in reverse order and thus the solution of the full system is obtained. Alternatively, while
reducing the size of systems, we can produce two independent systems, one with odd-indexed
unknowns and the other with the even-indexed unknowns. Both systems can be solved
independently with only its own coefficients. By repeating the process, we will arrive at trivial
systems with a single unknown b′′i xi = y
′′
i for all of the unknowns xi. The back substitutions
wold not be needed for this approach, which is called parallel cyclic reduction (PCR). The
PCR method exposes more parallelism towards the end but with requires more computation
which represents a design trade-off. For our GPU implementation, we used PCR to solve
one tridiagonal system by each of the thread blocks.
4 Numerical Experiments
The numerical experiments in this section will be divided into two parts. The first
one examines the convergence behavior for refining different portions of the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors in the spectrum. Then the performance results with PLASMA and
MAGMA software libraries are be given with detailed profiling data to highlighted particular
performance cases.
4.1 Numerical Convergence
The numerical experiments in this section were performed in MATLAB version R2020a with
implementations of Algorithm 7 (blocked SICE-SM). The expression A = gallery(’randsvd’
,n,-cond) was used to generate symmetric test matrices with a prescribed condition number
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from random eigenvectors and geometrically distributed eigenvalues in range (1, 1
cond
). The
input matrix is first converted to single precision and subsequently tridiagonalized using
[Q,T] = hess(A) function in single precision. Then converted back to double precision for
finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors using expression [V,D] = eig(A). The eigenvectors
in D and column eigenvectors in Q*V will be used as the starting point of our refinement
algorithms.
Figure 2.2 shows the convergence of Algorithm 7: the blocked SICE-SM. The input
symmetric input matrix had size 100 with geometrically distributed eigenvalues from 1 to
10−7. The convergence in terms of residual ‖Ax − λx‖∞ of each eigenvalues are plotted in
different colors from blue as largest eigenvalue 1 to red as the smallest eigenvalue 10−7. For
the first iteration, we only updated the eigenvalues so there was no initial improvement.
For large eigenvalues, the method converges quickly in two iterations. However, for small
eigenvalues, that are much closer to each other due to the geometrical distribution and thus
we observer the resulting slowdown of convergence.
4.2 Performance Results
The system we are using has two sockets of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v3 CPUs. But
only one is being used for more stable results. The system is accelerated by a Tesla V100
GPU. The theoretical peak performance of a V100 is 7.8 TFLOP/s in double precision and
15.6 TFLOP/s in single precision. The software stacks was composed of Intel Parallel Studio
Cluster 2020. (for C and Fortran compilers and BLAS rouintes from MKL library), NVIDIA
CUDA v11.0.2, and MAGMA version 2.5.4. The input symmetric matrix A ≡ [aij] was
generated with random elements from a uniform distribution in range (0, 1): aij ∼ U(0, 1) and
aij = aji. The Hermitian matrix is also generated in the same fashion for it’s imaginary part.
The largest eigenvalues in the spectrum were requested. The blocked SICE-SM algorithm
was implemented in both PLASMA and MAGMA.
First, we show the profiling results from the PLASMA experiments in Figure 2.3.
PLASMA was used in a CPU-only mode and no GPUs were used in the system. The
symmetric input matrix had size n = 10000. The three stacked bars represent the breakdown
of time from mixed-precision with refinement, single precision, and double precision from the
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Figure 2.2: Blocked SICE-SM convergence of a 100 × 100 matrix with geometrically
distributed eigenvalues from 1 (blue) to 10−7 (red).
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two-stage algorithm, respectively. The time for single precision is about half of that of double
precision and each of the components take proportionally the same time for both precisions.
The mixed-precision algorithm is slower than double precision in this setup because of the
requirement of explicitly forming the transformation matrices from the first and second
stages. They also take much more time compared to the double precision algorithm, which
only applies transformations to the eigenvectors.
Figure 2.4 shows the performance results from the MAGMA. First the solid lines are the
one-stage algorithm in double, single, and mixed precision (with iterative refinement). The
input matrix sizes range from 1000 to 20000, and the largest 32 eigenpairs are requested.
Single precision is about 1.7× faster than double precision and the mixed precision is about
1.3× faster. The dashed lines represent the two-stage algorithm. They are at least 2× faster
than their corresponding single stage algorithm in general. The performance improvement
over double precision is about 1.2×. Figure 2.5 shows the performance results of complex
Hermitian solvers. Complex operations has higher arithmetic intensity so the performance
gap between single and double would also be larger. Mixed precision algorithm can also have
greater chance to benefit it. On the system wit NVIDIA V100, we are observing complex
single is 2.44× faster than complex double and mixed precision solver is 1.45×
Figure 2.6 and 2.7 shows the performance when requesting different numbers of eigenpairs
with the input matrix size fixed at n = 20000 of both real symmetric and complex Hermitian
matrices. Fixed precision performance is not changing much as the number of requested
eigenpairs increase. Implementation of the second stage back transformation on CPU is
more optimized for certain sizes, causing some cases that less eigenpairs can be slightly
slower then more eigenpairs. Mixed precision is noticeably faster than double precision
if 128 or fewer eigenpairs are requested. For larger eigenpair count, the time in iterative
refinement grows linearly with the number of requested eigenpairs and it eventually looses
its performance advantage.
Figure 2.8 shows the detailed profile for matrix size n = 16000 and 16 eigenvalues/eigen-
vectors requested. The details of computational components were explained in Section 3.3.
The single precision routine took 60% of time compared to double, and the ratios between
components across precisions were about the same. For mixed precision, there is a 0.5 second
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Figure 2.3: PLASMA execution times and their breakdowns for matrix of size n = 10000
and with 32 eigenpairs requested.
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Figure 2.4: Performance comparison of single, double, and mixed precision solvers for real
symmetric matrix on MAGMA for both single stage and two-stage algorithms on NVIDIA
V100 GPU with varying sizes of matrices and fixed number of requested eigenpairs.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of single, double, and mixed precision solvers for complex
Hermitian matrix based on MAGMA two-stage algorithm on NVIDIA V100 GPU with
varying sizes of matrices and fixed number of requested eigenpairs.
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Figure 2.6: Performance comparison of single, double, and mixed precision solvers on top
of MAGMA on NVIDIA V100 GPU with varying number of requested eigenpairs and fixed
matrix size n = 20000.
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Figure 2.7: Performance comparison of complex single, complex double, and complex
mixed precision solvers on top of MAGMA on NVIDIA V100 GPU with varying number of
requested eigenpairs and fixed matrix size n = 20000.
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overhead at the beginning to convert the whole matrix from double to single precision. Then
the two-stage reduction is done in single precision which is about twice as fast in single
precision. The back-transformation of the first stage is overlapped with the second stage,
and is not shown in the bar. The same applies for the eigensolver, which is overlapped
with the back-transformation from the second stage. Finally, at the top is the timing for the
iterative refinement stage. As can be easily observed, the back transformation of second stage
for mixed precision is the bottleneck as it takes almost 40% of the total time in this case.
Figure 2.9 gives us another view that separates CPU and GPU routines. The matrix size size
n = 20000 and 32 largest eigenpairs requested. For the bottom and middle rows, the single
and double fixed precision implementations from MAGMA cannot overlap any CPU and
GPU tasks. For the mixed precision implementation at the TOP row, we have an extra blue
block from casting the input matrix from double to single. Then the back transformation
of first stage on GPU is overlapping with the second stage band to tridiagonal on CPU.
And the back transformation of second stage is overlapping with tridiagonal eigensolver on
CPU. Without this overlapping, the performance would be slower than fixed double precision
which is the case of the implementation in PLASMA.
We tested another machine with a drastically different setup by using a consumer-grade
gaming GPU. It has the same CPUs as the V100 system. The GPU is NVIDIA GTX1060
6GB GPU. The theoretical peak performance of GTX1060 is 136.7 GFLOP/s in double and
4.375 TFLOP/s in single precision. This is a notable different as the gaming maintains
1:32 double-single ratio compared to server-grade NVIDIA V100 with the ratio being 1:2.
Figure 2.10 shows the performance with different matrix sizes on GTX1060 when requesting
the largest 32 eigenpairs. The performance of single precision is about 8× better than that
of double precision and the mixed precision with refinement is about 2× better than double
precision. Figure 2.11 is the complex Hermitian solver and the the speed up over complex
double is 3.6× as the complex routines are more compute intense. In Figure 2.12 and 2.13
we show performance results when the matrix size was fixed at n = 10000 but with varied
number of requested eigenpairs for both real symmetric and complex Hermitian matrices.
The mixed precision solver is still faster than double precision when 256 eigenpairs are
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Figure 2.8: Breakdown of timings of two-stage eigensolvers based on MAGMA on the
NVIDIA V100 GPU with size n = 16000 and 16 largest eigenpairs requested.
61
Figure 2.9: Profiling of two-stage eigensolvers based on MAGMA on the NVIDIA V100
GPU with size n = 20000 and 32 largest eigenpairs requested.
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requested, but the time in iterative refinement became significant if more eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were requested.
Figure 2.14 shows the profiling results with timing breakdown for matrix size n = 12000
and the 32 largest eigenpairs requested. In double precision, almost 80% of time was spent at
the first stage to reduce the matrix from symmetric to band-symmetric form. The operation
is compute-bound and relies on GPU’s matrix-matrix multiplication efficiency. But the
consumer-grade GPU does not have hardware to support high-efficiency processing for the
double floating-point units and consequently extra clock cycles are used to emulate higher
precision with single precision instructions. The mixed-precision algorithm does the first-
stage reduction in single precision and does not suffer from the same penalty. The back-
transformation of second stage is still costly but it is done with single precision on the GPU.
Overall, the performance of mixed precision with the iterative refinement algorithm is 2×
faster over purely double two-stage algorithm.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We developed an iterative refinement algorithm for symmetric and Hermitian eigenvalue
problems based on the initial work from the SICE algorithm. By utilizing the Sher-
man–Morrison formula, our new solver has more opportunity to be parallelized compared to
the serial Givens rotations in the SICE algorithm. The blocked version of the algorithm was
also proposed in order to refine multiple pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors simultaneously
for higher utilization of the computational resources with lower demand for memory
bandwidth. The implementation of the mixed-precision algorithm is based on the two-
stage eigensolver in either the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear
algebra, which gives our implementation the advantage of both portability and performance.
The computational components inside the mixed-precision algorithm have been reordered
to create more parallelism at runtime and allow additional overlap to computational stages
more efficiently. Compared to the double-precision solver, the performance benefit has been
shown for the cases in which only a portion of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors
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Figure 2.10: Performance of single, double, and mixed precision solvers for real symmetric
matrix based on MAGMA two-stage algorithm on the NVIDIA GTX1060 GPU.
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Figure 2.11: Performance of single, double, and mixed precision solvers for complex
Hermitian matrix based on MAGMA two-stage algorithm on the NVIDIA GTX1060 GPU.
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Figure 2.12: Performance comparison of single, double, and mixed precision solvers on top
of MAGMA on NVIDIA GTX1060 GPU with varying number of requested eigenpairs and
fixed matrix size n = 10000.
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Figure 2.13: Performance comparison of complex single, complex double, and complex
mixed precision solvers on top of MAGMA on NVIDIA GTX1060 GPU with varying number
of requested eigenpairs and fixed matrix size n = 10000.
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Figure 2.14: Breakdown of timings of two-stage eigensolvers based on MAGMA on the
NVIDIA GTX1060 GPU with size n = 12000 and 32 largest eigenpairs requested.
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are requested. This remains true across hardware with a varying ratio of performance of
single and double precision units.
As we can see in the profiling result featuring time breakdown of the computational tasks,
the back-transformation of the second stage that performs bulge chasing is slow on either
CPU or GPU and becomes the bottleneck for some experiments. Although the two stage
reduction is a far superior method in terms of performance, if only the forward transforms
are considered then back-transformations take over the performance and must be taken into
account while designing mixed-precision algorithms. One possible approach would be to start
aggregating the transformations on the GPU as soon as they are generated by GPU-based
bulge chasing and not wait until all the reductions have been computed.
For distributed systems, the matrix is usually too large and it might not be feasible to
explicitly form the transform matrix. Consequently, the cost of applying the transformation
Q during iterative refinement needs to be reevaluated. Also, if different eigenpairs are being
distributed and refined on different nodes, synchronizing and applying Q to eigenvectors
across disparate nodes needs to be designed and implemented with care as this is not a usual
operation.
Another direction is to try different low-precision formats in addition to just mixing
single and double precisions. The recently released NVIDIA Ampere GPU provides TF32
Tensor Cores, which uses all 8 exponent bits and 10 out of 23 mantissa bits from the FP32
single precision format, and thus offering 8× speedup. Because our initial eigenpairs and the
reduced systems are all coming from the low-precision tridiagonalization, the convergence
rate of the iterative refinement is affected significantly. Based on our experiments, the FP16
half-precision tensor cores do not provide sufficient accuracy and TF32 might appears to be
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